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While the trending concept of co-living and co-working has its merits in reducing our carbon footprint and urban sprawl, it’s 
sustainability as a model is limited by its lack of diverse target occupancy. This target audience of young, socializing adults doesn’t 
grasp the full potential of efficient, shared housing. 
The opportunities current co-living models miss, and the opportunities explored in this proposed model, include:

 -Housing geared towards the semi-dependent and their caregivers
 -An ability to adapt to life changes and larger family spatial needs through unit expansion
 -A typology that redefines the idealized elements of the single-family home, creating a more inclusive community 

Co-Living as a concept is already integral for a variety of individuals, including people with mental disabilities such as down syndrome 
and autism, as well as elderly in need of minor medical assistance or family supervision.  However, these situations typically happen 
in single-family homes and are not feasible in current Co-Living models.  In general, these people can and want to live typical, 
independent lives, but sometimes need support accomplishing everyday tasks.

A main underlying problem with current Co-Living models is a lack of direct/indirect connection between an individual of need and a 
caregiver or family member.  The project proposed in this competition rethinks the Co-Living model starting with the unit as the 
fundamental building block.  A new unit typology is designed to allow for multiple units to be reconfigured to be directly connected, 
if this type of connection is needed/desired between occupants.  This flexibility to create a semi-permanent connection bridges the 
gap that current Co-Living models lacks to support individuals of need.

The current trends of Co-Living models exist as fast-paced, energetic environments that cater to young individuals.  With current 
housing prices increasing, creating large income gaps, a Co-Living model that appeals to all demographics could aid as a partial 
solution to this issue.  Older demographics prefer housing models akin to the American suburban dream home, which is currently not 
reflected in Co-Living models.  Rethinking the key elements of the single-family house and incorporating them into a new Co-Living 
model can begin to create a more inclusive model.

Daylight and Views
Emphasis on form that maximizes access to daylight despite a 
constricted project site, while keeping privacy in mind.
On Site Worker Cooperative
Creative studio and professional development space for the 
creation, display and sale of arts and goods.
Material Health
Of particular importance to maximize accommodations for 
potential vulnerable health conditions.
Sea Level Rise and Storm Surge Resistance
Raised Second Floor and protected MEP Systems
Reduction in Potable Water Use

Efficient planning that respects scale of it’s surroundings.

Floor Area Ratio
Open Space Ratio
Dwelling Units

Allowed
2.43
27.5%
28

Designed
2.5
25%
57 (100% Increase)

Living Design Focal Points

Target Points - 12 points

Densification

EVOLVING THE TARGET DEMOGRAPHIC FOR CO-LIVING
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1.  A typical building complying with existing zoning allows 
for a small number of units per floor.  The narrow infill site 
also proves a challenge to get daylight into all dwelling units.

2.  By adopting a co-living planning organization, the
building is able to accomodate a larger number of dwelling 
units.  Separating the building into two neighborhoods per 
floor creates a central courtyard that allows for natural light 
to reach every unit.

3.  A shared amenity zone is located between each 
neighborhood, centered on an existing green space to 
maximize light and views.  The transparent circulation 
spine wraps horizontally along the ground floor creating 
locations for public engable programs.  

4.  The building’s courtyard acts as an extension of the existing 
green space.  Two large green walls in the courtyard continue 
this connection vertically.  Smaller vegetative panels are also 
incorporated into the buildings facade.  A public connection is 
cut through the building allowing direct access to the courtyard.
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A reversed unit module with flexible 
demising partition allows for growth 
and customization to various needs 
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